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Abstract. Turbulent transport caused by multi-scale interactions among electromagnetic micro-turbulence, tearing

mode, and zonal flow is investigated by numerically solving a reduced set of two-fluid equations. A new three-

dimensional numerical simulation of transport phenomena in an open system controlled by external heat source

and sink is proposed by virtue of self-consistent calculation of the multi-scale interactions. When tearing mode ap-

pears in a quasi-equilibrium including micro-turbulence and zonal flow, the energy spectrum of micro-turbulence is

changed so that the energy of the dominant toroidal mode representing micro-turbulence is reduced and the energy

of small toroidal mode including tearing mode increases. At the same time the ion temperature profile is flattened

and thermal diffusion coefficient increases around the magnetic islands due to tearing mode. The zonal flow shear

becomes strong around the magnetic island. The effect of the turbulence on the tearing mode is also discussed.

1. Introduction

Micro-instabilities cause micro-turbulence and strongly enhance heat and particle transport [1].
In high beta toroidal plasmas micro-turbulence involves electromagnetic fluctuation, in addition,
macro-MHD instability can be destabilized. Macro-MHD instabilities cause global deformation
of plasma, especially, tearing modes violate magnetic surfaces and significantly degrade plasma
confinement. Micro-turbulence and macro-MHD instability appear in the plasma confinement
simultaneously. For instance, a macro-MHD activity is observed in the reversed shear tokamak
plasma, when a transport barrier, which is related to zonal flow and micro-turbulence, is ob-
served [2], and fluctuation due to micro-turbulence is observed in Large Helical Device which
usually exhibits macro-MHD instability due to high beta of plasma [3]. Mutual interaction be-
tween micro-turbulence and macro-MHD instability is a multi-scale interaction and can cause
a different thermal transport compared to the one by each of them.

Multi-scale interactions in magnetically confined plasmas are investigated analytically and
numerically [4]-[12]. The interaction between micro-turbulence and zonal flow is a typical
multi-scale interaction [4] because toroidal and poloidal mode numbers of micro-instabilities
are much larger than one, while these numbers are zero for zonal flow. There are another multi-
scale interaction between different instabilities which are independent in linear evolution when
their free energies are different, for instance, there are interactions between micro-instability
due to pressure gradient and macro-MHD instability that is caused by current density gradient
and has low toroidal and poloidal mode numbers.

In the previous study we considered a situation that a current driven macro-MHD instabil-
ity arises in a quasi-equilibrium including micro-turbulence and zonal flow. This is because
a macro-MHD instability is destabilized when there arises one or more resonant � surfaces
where the safety factor � is equal to a small rational number, while micro-instabilities can
arise even if there is no integer � surfaces. Thus, micro-turbulence almost always exists be-
fore destabilization of macro-MHD instability. In order to examine this situation we carried
out a three-dimensional numerical simulation of a reduced set of two-fluid equations and in-
vestigated mutual interaction between micro-turbulence and macro-MHD mode (double tearing
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FIG. 1: Three-dimensional color-contour of electrostatic potential. The quasi-steady state in-
cluding electromagnetic turbulence is formed at 687:9�;	< . After the appearance of tearing mode
the spatial structure of turbulence is altered at 6=7?>&9�; .
mode) [9, 10]. In the simulation micro-instabilities (kinetic ballooning mode) are destabilized
at first, and then turbulent state is formed. We found that the excitation of macro-mode by
the micro-turbulence is different from macro-MHD instability because the spatial profile of the
former is significantly different from the spatial profile of double tearing mode. The energy
transfer from micro-turbulence to macro-mode is similar to the energy transfer from micro-
turbulence to zonal flow [10]. The macro-mode is a part of turbulence in the turbulent state.
After a certain period of time, then, the induced macro-mode by the turbulence becomes eigen
function of double tearing mode and grows up with magnetic reconnection, in the case that the
equilibrium has free energy of macro-MHD instability such as a current density gradient [9].
When the free energy is small the double tearing mode saturates, and then we have a new quasi-
equilibrium including not only the micro-turbulence and zonal flow but magnetic islands [11].
The magnetic reconnection of double tearing mode is caused by non-ideal effect due to turbu-
lent mixing of magnetic flux at the resonant surfaces [11]. The effect of zonal flow produced by
micro-turbulence on the stability of double tearing mode is not clear [12], while the zonal flow
shear is suppressed by the appearance of double tearing mode as implied in Ref. [9].

In this paper we study effects of coexistence of micro-turbulence with macro-MHD instabil-
ity on turbulent thermal transport in externally heated plasma. Self-consistent calculation of the
mutual interaction is carried out by numerically solving a reduced set of two-fluid equations.
We examine thermal transport due to electromagnetic turbulence by comparing before arising
macro-MHD instability in an equilibrium including micro-turbulence and afters. This analysis
of heat transport in the presence of macro-MHD is motivated by experimental results showing
dependence between the formation of transport barrier and the integer � surfaces[13].

2. Simulation model

We carry out three-dimensional numerical simulations of a reduced set of two-fluid equations
that extends the standard reduced two-fluid equations[14] by including temperature gradient
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FIG. 2: Color-contour of electrostatic po-
tential on the same poloidal cross section.
The quasi-equilibrium including micro-
turbulence is formed at 6@7A9�;&< . The co-
existence of micro-turbulence with tear-
ing mode is established at 687:>&9�; .

effects[15, 16, 9]. The equations are

BDCFE GIHKJLDMG 6 7 N HPORQ NTSVU W�XZY:[\ H L'] U H L M_^ W�`aX	Ycbed H J L H J L M_^ (1)G BG 6 7 N BDCFE H Ogf C O YcSVU BhCiE M N�W C XZYcbDj H J L B ^ (2)

BDCFE G f OG 6 7 N HPO WkYcbhl H J L f O
^ (3)m@npon 6 7 N HPOqM Y rBhCiE H'O W C YVsut f C O YVs QZ^ (4)G"v `G 6 7 NkwFxyN r�z w v CFE H'O f O Y|{�t v ` z
Y v CiE SVU}w~x�N r�z w M Y v `ZY v CFE�B���BDCFE z Y�x v `�XZYVbh� H J L v ` ^ (5)

where
Gg� � G 6�7 n � � n 6�Y?[\ U M_^
� X , H O � 7:� n � � np� N m [\ U o ^
� X , SVU � Xh7?9u��U������u�p� ^
� X , Q 7 HKJL o ,o 7 o CiE Y [o � [\ , M 7 [M � [\ , B 7 BDCFE Y|[B�� [\ , v `D7 v CFE Y [v ` � [\ , v C 7�� v CiE , W�`D7 BhCiE v CFE Y v CiE [Be� [\ YBDCFE [v ` � [\ , W C 7�� BhCiE v CFE Y�� v CiE [B�� [\ , W�7VW�`�Y�W C , f C O 7 f	O Y Q ��BDCiE , [\ 7 \I��� ` , s�t�7�� � J ��������"� H O � ,{�t 7 � ¡ � ��¢�£� HPO � . In these equations B ,

f O
,
M

, o ,
v ` , � ` , �¤7 \I�u¥ , ¥ , and \ are the electron

density, the parallel ion velocity, the electrostatic potential, the flux function, the ion tempera-
ture, Larmor radius, the inverse of aspect ratio, the major radius, and the minor radius, respec-
tively. The normalizations are w¦6 f�§ ` �u\ ^ � ��� ` ^ � ` H L ^ \ H O ^R¨�M � vD©�^ o � m«ª © � ` ^ Be��B ©�^�v � vD©�^ f O � f�§ ` z¬ w6 ^ � ^
H L ^
H'OR^
M_^ o ^ B ^qv@^ f O z . In the numerical calculations we employ 128 toroidal modes
and 256 poloidal modes that distribute within

r¯®:° ��B ® � w� �u\ 7²±´³¶µ z , and 256 uniform grid
points in the radial direction, where

°
and B are poloidal and toroidal mode numbers. We set�·7¸±´³¶9"< , � ` ��\ 7 r �u¹ ± , ��7 r

, the artificial dissipations b�dº7»bDj¼7»bDl½7»b¾�¿7 °�À�r ±IÁZÂ , and
the normalized resistivity s�7²;�Ã r ±ZÁ À which corresponds to Ä�7 r ³ÆÅÇÃ r ±&È . We assume that
the plasma is surrounded by a perfectly conducting wall.

We describe the initial equilibrium of numerical simulation here. We consider a normal
shear � -profile, � 7 � ©�É r YÊw� � [\ z J¦Ë U}w ��Ì���� © z Ë N r X~Í"ÎFÏ Ë , where � © 7 r ³¶Ð , ��Ì 7 ; , and WA7; , that has a � 7 9 resonant surface at � � [\ 7 ±´³ÆÅ&< . The density profile is B�CFE 7 ±´³ ¹ Y±´³¶9�ÑÓÒZÔ�wÕN·;pw� � [\ z J z , and the temperature profile is

v CiE 7:±´³ ¹ N¯±´³Ö9�×ÙØuÚ�ÛeUÜw~� � [\ N¯±´³¶Ð z � ±´³¶9�X . Kinetic
ballooning modes[17], i.e. micro-instability, are unstable and a tearing mode[18], i.e. macro-
MHD instability, is also unstable for the initial equilibrium.
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FIG. 3: Time evolutions of magnetic energy (left) and kinetic energy (right) for each toroidal
mode number B . Evolution of macro-MHD mode (tearing mode for 6�êÊ9uµ"± ) is indicated byB 7 r

mode and micro-instability (kinetic ballooning mode) is indicated by Ð ® B ® 9�± mode.
The amplitude of B 7 r ± mode decreases after the tearing mode grows.

3. Nonlinear evolution in external heating

We consider a situation that turbulent plasma is externally heated because micro-turbulence
exists before heating the plasma additionally in many torus plasma experiments. For such pur-
pose, first, we calculate time evolution of micro-instabilities for a fixed temperature profile and
obtain a quasi-equilibrium that includes the micro-turbulence. This calculation is similar to
our previous one that shows production of small w ° ^ B z mode by micro-turbulence [9, 10] and
is described in Sec. 3.1. Next we do not fix temperature profile and add heat into the quasi-
equilibrium, and then we restart the numerical simulation. We choose an appropriate heating
that makes up for the turbulent heat transport so that the temperature profile is sustained. This
is described in Sec. 3.2. When we have macro-MHD instability we have flattening of profile
even if we try to sustain the profile by the appropriate heating as shown in Secs. 3.3 and 3.4.

3.1. Formation of quasi-equilibrium and production of small (m,n) mode by turbulence
The kinetic ballooning modes are more unstable than the tearing mode for the initial equilib-
rium, and thus kinetic ballooning modes dominate in the early evolution and make the system
be turbulent. The three-dimensional color-contour of electrostatic potential shows a ballooning
structure, which is fat at the outer side of torus and is thin at the inner side at 6_7Ê9�;&< in Fig.
1. The turbulence is strong at the bad curvature region as shown in the frames with 6ë7ì9�;	<
of electrostatic potential profile in Fig. 2. The zonal flow is produced by the turbulence and
regulates the amplitude of turbulence by shearing radial profile of turbulence as shown in the
frames with 687:9�;	< in Fig. 2.

Here we present the time evolution of magnetic energy, í½îPw B z , and kinetic energy íðï½w B z
for each toroidal mode number B in Fig. 3. The kinetic ballooning modes, Ð ® B ® 9u± , increase
at first, and the B 7 r

mode (blue thick line) that indicates macro-mode also increases because
of nonlinear mode coupling with the kinetic ballooning modes. Then, all modes saturate and
zonal flow, which is indicated by the B 7£± mode of kinetic energy (red thick line), regulates
the level of turbulence. At this time the w ° ^ B z 7ñwi9 ^ r�z mode is a part of turbulence and the
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FIG. 4: Equi-contour of helical flux function of
° ��B 7ò9 on a poloidal cross section (left two

frames). Poincare map of magnetic field lines (right two frames, where bold line indicates � 7²9
rational surface of the initial equilibrium). There is no magnetic islands at 6ó7»9�;	< . Magnetic
islands with w ° ^ B z 7òwi9 ^ r�z appear at 6=7:>&9�; .
helical flux of

° ��B 7ò9 does not show magnetic islands in the frame of 6ó7ò9�;&< of Fig. 4. To
be precise, electromagnetic perturbation of micro-turbulence violates magnetic surfaces around� 7ô9 rational surface at 6ð7ô9�;	< as shown by Poincare map of magnetic field lines in Fig. 4.
Hence, the growth of w ° ^ B z 7òwF9 ^ r�z mode by the nonlinear mode coupling with the turbulence
is not the growth of tearing mode as mentioned in Ref. [9].

3.2. External heating
In the previous section we have shown the formation of a quasi-equilibrium including micro-
turbulence and zonal flow. Here, we do not fix the temperature profile of the quasi-equilibrium
from 687 r < r and externally add heat source and heat sink to the plasma so that the temperature
profile does not change. We have obtained the numerical data of heat flux from the simulation
before 6õ7 r < r . Based on the data we evaluate heat source and heat sink that are required to
sustain the original temperature profile. Then, we restart our simulation and examine the subse-
quent evolution. If we do not heat the plasma the turbulence makes temperature profile flatten,
and then the amplitude of turbulence decreases. We choose appropriate heating so that the tem-
perature profile remains when the quasi-equilibrium is stable against macro-MHD instabilities.
In this unstable case, however, a tearing mode arises at � 7?9 resonant surface and it can change
the profile.

3.3. Appearance of macro-MHD instability (tearing mode)
In the quasi-equilibrium which continues until 6P7ö9uµ"± , the w ° ^ B z 7 wi9 ^ r�z mode is not a
tearing mode but a part of the turbulence. Then, the magnetic energy of B 7 r

mode starts to
grow at 6@7»9uµ"± in Fig. 3. This macro-scale instability is the tearing mode because the helical
flux of

° ��B 7²9 represents magnetic islands in the frame of 6=7?>&9�; of Fig. 4. Poincare map of
magnetic field lines also shows the appearance of large

° 7¸9 structure around � 7ò9 rational
surface at 6�7 >"9�; in Fig. 4. The ballooning structure of three-dimensional color contour
changes its shape into the w ° ^ B z 7÷wi9 ^ r�z structure that is fat at both the outer and the inner
sides of torus in Fig. 1. Figure 5 shows energy spectrum before and after the appearance of
tearing mode. The dominant toroidal modes of turbulence are B 7?µ and 10, and the amplitudes
of these modes are reduced after the tearing mode arises. On the other hand the energy of low
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FIG. 5: Energy spectrum kinetic energy
at 6ð7ô9�;&< and 324. The dominant mode
of micro-turbulence, B 7 µ and 10 de-
creases after the appearance of tearing
mode.
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FIG. 6: (a) Ion temperature profile
v ` is flattened around magnetic islands that appears at

rational surface of � 7ñ9 , ��Z � [\ 7ñ±Z³¶Å&< after the growth of tearing mode (macro-MHD). (b)
Radial profiles of thermal diffusion coefficient and zonal flow. The thermal diffusivity increases
around magnetic islands due to tearing mode.

toroidal mode less than 10 increases. Hence, the energy spectrum of turbulence is changed by
the appearance of tearing mode.

3.4. Transport enhancement by the appearance of tearing mode
Figure 6 (a) shows ion temperature profiles before and after the presence of tearing mode. After
the tearing mode appears the flattening of ion temperature profile occurs around the resonant
surface of � 7²9 , �[Z � [\ 7:±Z³¶Å&< . Figure 6 (b) shows the heat diffusivity \«` profiles and zonal flow
profiles before the appearance of tearing mode and afters. The heat diffusivity increases around
the resonant surface of � 7²9 . We think mechanism of transport enhancement is that the tearing
mode produces not only coherent magnetic islands but also macro-scale convective cell flow.
The large scale flow of tearing mode cooperates with small-scale turbulent flow and strongly
enhances the convection of heat.

The zonal flow profile changes its shape after the presence of tearing mode as shown in
Fig. 6 (b). After the presence of tearing mode the zonal flow shear becomes strong around the
magnetic islands that is located at ��Z � [\ 7 ±´³¶Å"< . Figure 7 shows time evolution of zonal flow
profile. After 6�7 >"±"± the flow profile changes around �]Z � [\ 7 ±´³ÆÅ&< where magnetic island
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FIG. 7: Time evolution of zonal flow pro-
file. The profile changes around the lo-
cation of magnetic islands, �^Z � [\ 7 ±Z³¶Å&< ,
after tearing mode appears at 687²9uµu± .

appears. The zonal flow shear is expected to be strong at the separatrix of magnetic islands,
however, it is not clear whether the shear is strong at the separatrix.

4. Summary and Discussion

This is the first numerical simulation presenting anomalous transport due to coexistence of
micro-turbulence with macro-MHD instability.

We have carried out three-dimensional simulation of a reduced set of two-fluid equations
and have investigated effects of mutual interactions between micro-turbulence and macro-MHD
instability on thermal transport. The initial equilibrium is unstable against kinetic ballooning
mode (micro-instability) and tearing mode (macro-MHD instability), and the growth rate of
former is larger than the latter. The micro-instability grows and a quasi-equilibrium including
turbulence is formed at first, and it excites w ° ^ B z 7 wF9 ^ r�z mode through nonlinear mode cou-
pling. We remark that this excitation of w ° ^ B z 7 wF9 ^ r�z mode by the turbulence is different
from destabilization of tearing mode.

The w ° ^ B z 7 wi9 ^ r�z mode becomes the tearing mode (macro-MHD instability) and grows
up in the quasi-equilibrium including the turbulence and zonal flow. The tearing mode affects
the micro-turbulence and reduces the amplitude of it, in addition the energy of low toroidal
mode number increases, and thus the energy spectrum of turbulence is changed. The reduction
of micro-turbulence is not due to the flattening of temperature profile around magnetic islands
because we have the reduction of micro-turbulence even if we fix the temperature profile as
shown in Fig. 3. of Ref. [9]. After the appearance of tearing mode the ion temperature profile
is flatten and the thermal diffusion coefficient \�` increases around the magnetic islands due to
tearing mode. We think that the macro-scale flow of tearing mode cooperates with small scale
turbulent flow and produces large thermal diffusion. The zonal flow profile is altered by the
appearance of tearing mode. It seems that the flow shear becomes strong around the magnetic
island due to tearing mode.

Finally we discuss how micro-turbulence produces initial perturbation of tearing mode.
Micro-turbulence does not directly excite tearing mode, but causes initial perturbation of it [9].
The mechanism is forced magnetic reconnection as described bellow. We consider, for sim-
plicity, resistive interchange mode in slab plasma governed by reduced MHD equations instead
of kinetic ballooning mode as shown in Fig. 8 (a), where _�7 ± corresponds to the resonant
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FIG. 8: Radial profile of magnetic flux showing the process micro-turbulence causes the initial
perturbation of tearing mode, where o9v is odd part and o C is even part; (a) linear evolution of
interchange mode, (b) nonlinear evolution of interchange mode, (c) forced reconnection occurs
and producing the initial perturbation of tearing mode.

surface of tearing mode. The magnetic flux o of interchange mode is odd function of _ , owv , in
linear evolution, while the potential is even function of _ ,

M C , and thus the interchange mode
does not cause the magnetic flux of tearing mode that is finite at _�7 ± and even function of
_ , o C , as shown in Fig. 8 (a). Then, in the nonlinear evolution, the interchange mode produces
magnetic flux o C , which is even function of _ , and potential

M v , which is odd function of _ ,
through the nonlinear terms of reduced MHD equations,n HKJL�M vn 6 7 NkU M C ^
H J L M C X N�U M v ^
H J L M v XIY:U o C ^
H J L o C XIY:U oxv ^
H J L oyv X ^ (6)n o Cn 6 7 U oyv ^
M C XIY:U o C ^
M v X ^ (7)

where U �¾^{z Xë7 n�| � n)} z N n)} � n�| z . This is described in Fig. 8 (b). These o C and
M v force

magnetic flux to reconnect at _¸7 ± , and then we have a finite amplitude of magnetic flux
at _A7 ± as shown in Fig. 8 (c). The finite magnetic flux at _ò7 ± means that magnetic
reconnection takes place, and this is the initial perturbation of tearing mode. After the tearing
mode starts to grow the turbulence affects the reconnection of the tearing mode by mixing the
magnetic flux at the resonant surface [11].
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